
SHOUTcast is a complete suite of no-cost products to power internet radio into the 
future. Whether you are an existing station and want to upgrade to the free SHOUTcast 
Streaming Service, or you want to download the latest version of our software to run on 
your own servers, SHOUTcast lets you transmit your audio to listeners around the world. 

Join more than 50,000 stations using SHOUTcast right now.

The SHOUTcast DNAS software 
is the standard in internet audio 
streaming. Available since 1998, 
it continues to be the most 
commonly used and advanced 
streaming solution worldwide.

Server-side, geotargeted audio 
ads are built right into SHOUT-
cast giving qualifying stations 
the ability to track and maxi-
mize their profits along with ac-
cess to real-time earnings data. 
Read more.

SHOUTcast stations gain expo-
sure in multiple places: shout-
cast.com - one of the most vi-
sited Internet radio sites online, 
along with our powerful API and 
online partners.

The SHOUTcast Streaming Ser-
vice is a great option for online 
or terrestrial stations looking to 
save money on streaming. Not 
only do we provide truly free un-
limited listener slots and band-
width, but it instantly creates 
revenue for your station.

SHOUTcast now offers our 
partner stations a customizable 
HTML5 player for your website 
which works on almost eve-
ry listening platform including 
phones and mobile devices.

Every SHOUTcast partner sta-
tion has access to extensive 
and intuitive listener reports 
completely free.

Completely Free

Revenue

Build Your audience

Streaming Service

Exportable Player

Statistics

A complete solution for broadcasters

www.shoutcast.com/broadcastnow 



The Latest Suite of SHOUTcast Streaming Products

DNAS 2.5 
no monetization

DNAS 2.5
with monetization

Streaming Service
with monetization

100% Free 100% Free 100% Free

YOU do the streaming YOU do the streaming WE do the streaming

BASIC Statistics FULL Statistics FULL Statistics

Advanced API Premium API Premium API

Full Radio Profile Full Radio Profile Full Radio Profile

SHOUTcast & Yellowpages listing SHOUTcast & Yellowpages listing SHOUTcast & Yellowpages listing

Better ranking on our website & 
APIs

Better ranking on our website & 
APIs

Better ranking on our website & 
APIs

Automatic 3rd party directories 
listing

Automatic 3rd party directories 
listing

Automatic 3rd party directories 
listing

Exportable player Exportable player Exportable player

Support Legacy (1.x) Encoders Support Legacy (1.x) Encoders Support Legacy (1.x) Encoders

Streaming monetization Streaming monetization Streaming monetization

Ad Manager Ad Manager Ad Manager

Client Support Client Support Client Support

Stream hosting provided Stream hosting provided Stream hosting provided

Automated Mobile Stream Automated Mobile Stream Automated Mobile Stream

SHOUTcast versions prior to 2.0 are over 10 years old and will not be supported and will be 
delisted from the Website, YellowPages and API soon. Version 2.0 or better is required to 
retain your SHOUTcast listing. Make sure you’re on a SHOUTcast 2.0 (or newer) server to take 
advantage of the latest in streaming technology.


